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Summary    The magnetic recording process using ac bias is reviewed and applied in a
discussion of recording heads. The difficulties in obtaining a sharp gradient are
explained. A new magnetic recording head that overcomes the weaknesses of
conventional heads is described and compared with the conventional ring core head.
Performance data are listed and show improvement in frequency response, decrease in
harmonic and intermodulation distortion, reduced electronics and higher reliability.

Introduction    Basic research efforts in magnetic recording are aimed at achieving
higher packing densities, which in analog recording requires better heads and tapes. It is,
in production of magnetic recorders, possible to obtain 16,700 wavelengths per linear
inch of tape corresponding to a wavelength of 60 microinches ( =1.5F). A newly
developed recording head* has improved this performance in connection with other
benefits, such as improved distortion figures, better isolation between the bias and data
sources and higher sensitivity.

This presentation can best be appreciated with a brief review of the ac bias magnetic
recording process, and the recording performance of standard ring core heads. The
recording process itself is still under heavy study by many groups, and the following
account is intended to give the latest thinking on this matter.

Magnetic Recording with AC Bias    The recording current fed into the record head
winding is the data frequency superimposed by a high frequency bias whose frequency
as well as amplitude is an order of magnitude greater than the data. When the magnetic
tape passes over the record head gap it is subjected to a changing magnetic field. Then
the field is at its highest value, in the center of the gap, the magnetic particles in the tape 



coating are at a state of saturation. Their magnetization rotates back and forth in
accordance with the bias field oscillations.

As the tape leaves the record gap the bias field decreases and has soon reached a value
equal to the coercitive force of the particles, whereafter they no longer will change their
magnetization back and forth. It is at this point the recording takes place and we can now
proceed to study this in more detail.

A similar process, called anhysteretic magnetization, comprises the simultaneous
application of a constant dc field and an ac field which gradually is reduced from a
saturating value to zero. The remanent magnetization is essentially proportional to the
applied dc field, which explains the high linearity that is possible with ac bias recording.
The physics of this process is beyond the scope of this paper, and are described
elsewhere 1)2). But two results from the explanation of the anhysteretic recording
process are important for the following discussions:

1. The recording is “ fixed” when the ac bias field decreases through a value called
the critical field strength Hcr, This is approximately equal to the coercitive field
strength Hc for the tape, with a spread determined by the nature and orientation of
the individual particles.

2. The anhysteretic magnetization curve has two distinct patterns as function of the
bias level. If the bias and dc field decay simultaneously the curve wi I I have a
maximum (optimum bias) , as shown in curve 1, Figure 1. But, if the dc field
remains constant while the ac field decays, then the remanence will remain at
maximum after a certain bias level has been reached, see curve 2. Curve I applies
to magnetic recording with a conventional ring core head, where bias setting is a
compromise.

Magnetic Field from the Air Gap in a Ring Core    Figure 2 shows a conventional
magnetic recording head, with a magnification of the field lines in front of the gap. The
data and bias currents are sharing the same winding, and essentially
the same field pattern. The bias frequency is normally selected five times higher than the
highest data frequency; this will then be 10 MHz for a 2 MHz recorder, and the effective
core permeability at that high a frequency will be significantly reduced from the low
frequency value. Even the use of very thin laminations or ferrite materials will not
prevent the bias field pattern to be broader than shown.

The recording zone is shown hatched, and has a field strength decaying from 300 to 240
Oersted (270 Oe • Hc) . This spread on each side of the critical field strength is typical
for an oriented acicular particle tape. The level of the recording field is, as shown,
sufficient to magnetize the tape coating in its full thickness (.120 Mils). The width of the



recording zone at the tape-to-head interface is approximately .030 Mils, we can not
expect to record wavelengths shorter than .030 Mils. It can be speculated that a gap loss
similar to the sin x/x loss for reproduce heads is applicable to the recording zone in a
conventional record head.

A convenient measure for the effectivity of a record head can be found in calculating the
field gradient. The higher the gradient is, the narrower the recording zone will be. For
Figure 2, the field gradient calculates to be 60/30 =2 Oersted/microinch. If less bias field
strength was used it would increase to two or three times that figure, but the tape would
no longer be magnetized in its full thickness, and low frequency distortion would be
excessive. If, on the other hand, the gap was made narrower, the field strength would
have to be increased and the recording zone would be just as wide again. These are the
reasons why a quarter mil record gap length has become optimum design.

Figure 3 shows the field from a single current carrying wire, compared with the field
from the recording head gap. If the wire could be made infinitesimally smal I, the field
gradient would be 2.7 Oersted/microinch for the recording zone, that penetrates the
coating. This compares with the gradient for a conventional head, but is never obtained
in practice since the wire would have to have a reasonable size to carry the current
required.

Improvement of Field Gradient by Using Several Pole Pieces    The best known
improvement of the field gradient is achieved in the cross field head 3), shown in
Figure 4a. Here a third magnetic poleshoe is employed to sharpen the gradient, but has
the disadvantage of being located on the opposite side of the tape. In later constructions
a similar field pattern is obtained by three pole shoes on the same side of the tape.

Another method for improving the gradient is shown in Figure 4b, where a conducting
plate is inserted in the trailing pole piece. This acts as an eddy current shield for the high
frequency bias and, to a much smaller degree, for the signal. The bias field gradient is
therefore sharper at the trailing edge, and also sharper than the gradient for the data field
thus providing a better anhysteretic recording.

It is generally difficult to obtain sharp and well defined magnetic field patterns by use of
magnetic circuitry. It is from time to time compared with designing electrical circuits in
salt water. Analogies from acoustics and antenna theories using for instance, magnetic
dipoles with proper spacing and phasing, are not possible with the dimensions and
frequencies we are working with. And if seriously considered it would be found that the
operating bias frequency should be well above the spine[ frequencies of the magnetic
tape particles, and anhysteretic magnetization therefore impossible.
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Direct Bias Head    From the foregoing it appears almost impossible to improve the
state-of-the-art in magnetic record head design, unless other means of field shaping are
found. In the discipline of super-conductors it is known that magnetic fields inside these
are non-existing, they have in other words been trapped outside. If a superconducting
material was placed near a current carrying wire, the field would be distorted as shown in
Figure 5a, and an additional block on the opposite side would further constrict the field
lines (Figure 5b) .

Superconducting materials do not exist at room temperature, but an excellent substitute
is found in the material already used in the magnetic head core: High permeabel
material!

The skin depth of metals is given by the formulae:

where
* = skin depth in Mils
f = frequency in MHz
Fr = the relative permeability ( =1 for air)
D = the resistivity
Dc = the resistivity of copper

The skin depth for Mu-metal is only a few microinches when we operate with a bias
frequency of 10 MHz or higher. The Direct Bias head is hence constructed using a
conductive gap spacer carrying the high frequency bias current, while the data field is
generated in the conventional manner*. This is illustrated in Figure 6, which can be
directly compared with Figure 2, and two significant observations are made.

The bias field decreases through the recording zone at a rate that is faster than the
decrease of the data field. This is therefore more closely an anhysteretic magnetization
process per curve 2, Figure 1.

The field gradient is sharper by a factor of 2-3 at the tape-to-head interface. For the ideal
case, where the bias field corresponds to a sink-source field the gradient has been
calculated to be 12 Oersted/microinch, six times higher than a conventional head. (See
appendix)



Comparative Performance Data and Measurements    The change in the bias field
pattern in a conventional head was discussed earlier, and a comparison with the Direct
Bias head is shown in Figure 7. Due to the trapping of the bias field in the new head no
such broadening takes place, and the field gradient does not change appreciably. This
head does therefore provide almost optimum bias level for all frequencies, and the
sharper gradient has a potential of recording shorter wavelengths than would ever be
possible with a regular head.

The separate bias circuit permits that the number of turns on the core are increased.
Normally the resonance frequency has to be higher than the bias frequency. This means
that less current is required and that the data record amplifier in many applications can
be deleted and substituted with an impedance matching network.

The most significant characteristic of the new Direct Bias head is, aside from simplicity
in reduced record electronics and better bias field, its capability to record with very low
distortion figures. In conventional recorders the harmonic distortion increases with data
frequency, because of the broad recording zone. (This distortion has been compared to
that found in earlier Hill and Dale phono-records.)

Figure 8 shows how the distortion varies with data frequency, for three different bias
levels. The Direct Bias head provides a much more uniform curve than conventional
heads. This does ultimately reduce intermodulation distortion, as found in measuring the
Random-Noise-Power-Loading.

Figure 9 shows distortion versus record level, and the slower rise of the distortion with
the new head is quite clear. These measurements are applicable to multiplex recordings,
such as FM/FM, where the channels with high carrier frequencies normally have caused
more overload and intermodulation distortion than the low frequency channels. The
uniform distortion characteristic will now allow for equal level settings of all FM
channels.

Conclusion    The Direct Bias head gives better performance than a conventional record
head, and has certain operational advantages. The elimination of record amplifiers results
in higher reliability, and since the bias gap can loop through from track to track in a
multi channel head, only one bias oscillator is required per head. This leads to reduced
cost and cuts maintenance and set-up time.

With regard to magnetic tapes the question can be raised whether or not present
wideband tapes are optimum for the Direct Bias head. The sharper field gradient retains
its shape as the bias frequency is raised, in contrast with a conventional record head. It
has further been observed that the short wavelength response for certain tapes increased
several db when the bias frequency was raised.
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Appendix

1.  Field from the Air Gap in a Ring Core    The recording field zone shown in
Figure 2 does closely resemble the field from a single current carrying wire (assuming
the coating permeability equal to one). This field is shown in Figure 10a and expressed
by

and the field gradient is

If the coating thickness is equal to half of the gap length (y = a ) , and we want the tape
to be recorded in the full coating thickness, then

or

Inserting K1 and a = . 25 microinches . 6 x 10-6 meter we find ( y = .1a and x = a) :



* L. V. Bewley: “Two - Dimensional Fields in Electrical Engineering” , Dover Publications,
1963.

With a recording zone between 300 and 240 Oersted ( )H = 60 Oersted) , the width of
the recording zone is 54 microinches. (A graphical analysis of this zone, based upon
Figure I give a zone width of 30-40 microinches.)

2.  Field from the Direct Bias Head    If the bias frequency is assumed so high, that an
additional skin effect forces the current to run on the surface of the gap conductor, then
the field lines will follow the pattern shown in Figure 10b. This field is analog to the
electrostatic field from two line charges and can be expressed *

with the field gradient

With the coating biased in its full thickness, and with y = a we find

or

Inserting this value and a = .25 microinches and y = .1a, x = a we find

This gradient is in other words 6.3 times greater than for a conventional recording gap.



FIGURE 1. ANHYSTERETIC MAGNETIZATION PROCESS. CURVE 1 : DC
FIELD DECAYING SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH AC FIELD.
CURVE 2 : DC FIELD CONSTANT WHILE AC FIELD DECAYS.

FIGURE 2. MAGNETIC FIELD LINES IN FRONT OF THE GAP IN A
CONVENTIONAL RECORDING HEAD



FIGURE 3. MAGNETIC FIELD LINES AROUND A CURRENT CARRYING
WIRE

FIGURE 4. POLE CONFIGURATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF THE
FIELD GRADIENT



FIGURE 5. DISTORTION OF MAGNETIC FIELD BY PRESENCE OF
SUPERCONDUCTING MATERIALS.

a. ONE BLOCK
b. TWO BLOCKS

 



FIGURE 7. RECORDING ZONES IN FRONT OF A CONVENTIONAL RECORD HEAD AND THE NEW
DIRECT BIAS HEAD.



FIGURE 8.  HARMONIC DISTORTION VERSUS FREQUENCY



FIGURE 9. OVERLOAD CURVES, MAGNETIC RECORDING



FIGURE 10.    MAGNETIC FIELD FROM SINGLE WIRE (UPPER FIGURE)
AND DIRECT BIAS HEAD (LOWER FIGURE)


